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Graduate Mobility Award 2019-2020
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GRADUATE FUNDING

Call for applications
Mobility opportunity for graduate students
participating in an international research
collaboration
Important reminders

Graduate and Postdoctoral Studies (GPS) is now accepting applications for the 2019/2020 Graduate Mobility
Award. This award encourages graduate students to study and conduct research abroad as part of their
McGill degree program. Students will be awarded the Graduate Mobility Award based on Academic Unit and
Faculty approval.
Several Graduate Mobility Award recipients have shared their travel experience. Explore the 2018-19
Traveler's Log to glance at diverse research experiences that have been facilitated by the Graduate Mobility
Awards.
Value of Award
Award value depends on where the mobility activity takes place, its duration and the availability of funding at
the time of application.
Eligibility reminders
- Conference travel is NOT eligible.
- Students must be registered full-time in a thesis program at the time of travel.
Application process reminder
- Once the Academic Unit and Faculty have approved the application, the fully signed form and
supporting documents must be submitted to GPS through our webform.
Reporting process reminders
- Changes in travel plans, including dates of travel, must be reported immediately to the Academic
Unit and GPS. Students who fail to complete this step may see their award withdrawn.
- Mobility Award recipients are required to complete a short survey and provide proof of travel (e.g.
boarding pass) within one month of return. Students who fail to complete this step will see their
award withdrawn.
Note on previously announced changes
- We thank faculty, staff and students for voicing their concerns following the announcement of
changes to comply with provincial regulations for mobility travel.
- Although it is not possible to change the regulations, we have secured alternative means to continue
funding travel that does not meet these requirements during 2019/2020.
- We still encourage students and units to keep within the regulation parameters, if possible.
For more information on eligibility and the application process, please visit our website.

